
Statement OF INTENTS AND PURPOSES WITHREGARD
TOBEING A DIVISION AMONGDIVISIONS 

AT BENNINGTON COL G

It is the intention of the foll .. wing to try to make more 
the reasons

plausi ble and reasoniblewhy the c rrnt BlackMusic Situation 
And Should /I'\ . l f ... . . 

now feels that it is ready _ i be admitted as a 

D
. . . . 11 . .. ivisionat BenningtonCol ege

. -

the present time

Associate and two half-time.c 

I don't think it is necessaryto say that BlackMusic

as created by Black Americans has long served as an important 

force and integral part of Americaculture . 

area of American music that doesn't either tacitly or overtky

reflect influences of this music That it is anart cannot 

be questioned even if some who should know refuse ta recognize 

For thosewho would raise the old argument as to why it 

is not a part of the regular music situation here at Bennington 

College t the reasons are too numerous to go into, but it can 

be said that the necessity for there being two divisions rests 

with the structure and philosophy of the college and was not 

invented by the peoplecurrently teaching Black Music The

.. ,.. . h two exceptions has ra iona J. zed
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their position by dcclaring that (1) there is no such thing 

as BlackMusic and (2) if there were such a thing they 

themselves coul d not teach it because they don't knowwhat 

it is. It is obvious that each one of the divisions here at 

the colle ge is so structured as to allow divisions, their faculty

and their students, to fuc tion at the ir highest levels. To

the music division ( and this is addresse d to those who hold 

out for the ~ talking it over' of thi s situation ) not only does 

Black Mus ic as an art, and an aesthetic, not exist, but there 

is no such thing as a Black Musician. There are oreos ( black 

on the outside and white en th e insi de ), but as regards

specific groups having their own poi nt of view as relat es 

to other ideas aboutmusic, there is no room for experimentation, 

new thought or ideas or implementation of those ideaswithin 

th . 1 . . . 1 he single e mus ic divisionmake-up So things have to be 

seperateo Why isn ' t the SovietUnion and the United States 

one lovely country? Why do you havl'.:': a passport? Wh y do you 

lock your door at night ? 

other than .. . Western concert 

the music division t owards 
is t . undiced

musicCi .. have said that
•• 1.:-.J-'- ' \ ~~:.:.....,. 1....1 0. 1 v 

musics 

th e; y 

Lthc entire nusic division do not know how to teach music 
l/l.S'(l / 

other than Vie stern mus ic) o They ha ve 1 said that other mu s ics 

should be taught in other places (see Quadrille Spring 1974. ) 

The absence -of representation commensurate to its historiccal 

and utilitarian significance in the most vital elements of the 

mainstream of America's contemporary mus ica l culture has made 
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it necessary for the Black composers and performing musicians 

most affected to lay heavy stress on the establishment of the 

music in its rightful place in the university and college 

educational systeme Because of large philosophical and 

methodological differences with regard to the teaching of 

music as reflects the attitudes.. of teachersof both musics 

( white and black) - bothfor higher teaaching standards and

perf ormance a.nd for the better interests of students t is 

obviously necessary at the present time to continue the seperation

of these two aesthetic entities as separate divisionso All 

of this is to provide the proper facilities for the creat ion, 

rehearsal performances teaching and dissemination of information 

about the music to both interested students and audiences.

Black music represents the epitome of individualism in the 

musical arts, and the experience of the black musician coupled 

with his studies of the tenets of other areas of music, 

particularly western music, allows him, when he elects to teach, 

to bring to his students a much more broad outline and concept 

of both what music is and how one can go about dealing wjth 

some of the intLicac ies cf its metaphor. Such areas as harrnony,

theory, counterpoint and conducting are the essential studies out of 

which compositiont improvisation, and performance emerge. Very 

few knowledgeable persons in or out of the arts will disagree 

with the statement that the survival of the arts is predicated on 

change It should not therefore be construed as being radical 

but only pragmatic and conter.rporary to suggest that the teaching 

methods, ideas and concepts must also follow this natural law 
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of change In order that 

survive

methodology asrelates to students 

gleaning informat ion about the arts , (in this particular instance, 

music and black mus ic) from their artist-teachers, it mus t also 

be subject to change. And not change merelyfor the s ake of 

change . As t he musician-composer, Cecil Taylor has apt ly and 

appropriately stated, "...tradition does not have to be a 

prisoner, i t can be a guide." 

fth B . .,,,. . .• ' _,, ' • . d f t h . of The Basic \, .,,,_ .. .... .:.."'! i eas eac ing Bla ck Mus ic centers around 

the necess i ty for the student to first be come acquainted with 

the mus ic, it s history, its creators its assimilators, and 

its reason for being. This is vital simply because there 

are few students who come to the college who have had adequate 

li stening and historical experience with the musico As regards 

teachingphilosophy whereas the ent i re f aculty of black music 

f i nds lecture coursesnot only a necessity but also they serve 

to stimulate students, the regularmus ic divis ion has for some 

time ad opted. a· diametrically opposed philosophy. t hat the 

learningof music (c onposition and performance ) is done solely

by doing"~ mhe fol lowing relating to this po int Of View 

appears in the current issue of Quadrille ( Spring 1974).

"Quadril le: Is Bennington unique in the way it 
goes about the teachingof music?
1

' ••• Brant: Most of us working here i n musi c, feel 
that our work is essentially something you do rather 
thantalk about (except for technical talk on the 
job so we don't teach music historv or what is 
called nusicology. We avoid the gossip-and-hearsay
ki nds of musical speculation which sometimes pass 
for knowledge ••• I don't think we 9 re in a position 
to train our students to be performers in a pro
fessional life because this reauires an outlav of 
time and specialized concentration that obviously 
can't be available in a liberal-arts curriculum by 
its very nature c:.nd premisces" 
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And perhaps this is so for the kind and approach of western 

music that is dealt with at Benningt on College . All stress on 

per f ormance, but what kind of performance? Because one is 

a student at Bennington College should not mean that higher 

standards of performance and composit ion should not be focused 

up on. And what about the art of improvisation . - that very 

significant and vital element necessary for the r eal ization 

of all important mus ic? Three quarters of the earth's population 

does not deal with notational music solely as its method for 

producing music~ Contrary to popularly held opinion.in 1estern 
IMP,.., ROVISATION

concert music circles~ - is not a lost art. And while it is 
"'· - ,..! 

lege nd that Bach, Beethoven, Liszt and Haydn were incredible 

improvisers (the improviser is a composer wh o does his compossing 

sanmanuscript paper and academic notation) it is rare ( Vlith 

the exception of church organists) to find a mt.sician in the tradition 

of concert music who improviseswith any degree of proficiencyo 

But since music itself (as far as the list ener is concerned) 
I I 

is largely structured around the idea of performance ( the

performance of something whether that something is written 

down and then played L'notated by the ascribing of symbols that .~n 
~-/"' 

~ 
t 1 

I , 'c' / ! j, 

denotedcertain kinds of activites to manuscript paper it seems

a little short sight ed not to include the teaching of contemporary 

concepts of improvisation to music students interested in 

performing music. But, on t he one hand, if the area of 

i mprovisation most pertinent to the twentieth century has been 

nurture d, developed and dominat ed by the black musician /composer, 

and, on the other J and, the entire music division ha s, with the
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exception of two people, strongly denied the existence of 

bla ck music as both an entity and art , how ca n there be any 

meaningful pedagological contact or dialogue e stablished 

between students who want to study improvisationfrom a black 

music perspective (mayl or , matum , Ellington, Wilson, Hines, 

Monk, Jordan, and Tyner but wh o are forced to settle for the 

offerings disguised as "improvisation" (the technical devices 

of Scriabin etc~) that come out of Vivian Fine's class on 

D 
the b . ? Ob . 1 h 1 . t d f th { su Ject v1ous y, t e rea l ana immediate nee or 1 e 

,. "' _ f;: l ' bl 1 i d. . . . '. l , 1 
~u ĿY~ separate ackmus ic division is readi y maae c earo 

divsion
~ And for those wh o question the necessity for a Black 

the 

Musi c Divisi onf has it ever occurred to them to que stion the 

lack of a more equitabl e representat ion concerning Black Music

on this campus? And why the negative attitude towards the 

i nclusion of Black Music as a Division? Why, on the one hand,

is i t alright for the courses to be taught and supported by 

the college and community, but, on the other, this trepidat ion 

about divisional status? Is it because when one be comes a 

division, the fact that d i visons offer ma jors is the real thing 

that is subtly being thought of? Is it be cause , as a Divison, 

Black Musicwill, for all intents and purposes, be equal to the 

other divison in termsof budgetary requests, secretarial help, 

placement of members on the various committees votes blocks 

concerning interests endemi c to the overall interests of the 

Division, etce? Is it not also a fact thatsome can see the a
inclusion of Blackmusi c as a divison as possible precedent 

for a black art division a black drama division, a black dance 
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division, etc. ? And if these fee ling s are in the a ir, why isn't 

there a more concentrated effort on t he part of the entire 

coll ege communityty , espe cially FEPC to anti cipate this so-called

dilemaby see ing to it that a more cont emporary idea towards the 
?

total curriculum be initiated: And suppose it is true that there 

is a plan afoot to abolish divisions, how long wi ll that take? 

And howMany divisions want to be abolished? And even if they 

are abol i shed, how will that affect the teaching of a ll that has 

to be taught by those people most exper i enced in the area of 

study that the student wants to pursuee As said before, the 

reason for a separate divsion of musi c to be call ed the Black 

Music Division ( a lready i n existence and teaching - but not 

being faced as a public reality) is that for whatever reason,

Bennington College has fallen behind. It hasallowed itself 

to accept an incestuous attitude about itself - an attitude 

that has allowed only a certain kind of teaching , th inking and 

i dea sharing t o be publ icly expressed. It is not forward 

thinking to call what is going on at the college in terms of 

whatt t h w at teac es , 
_l. 

wh o it teaches, who it al lows to teach here, 

in the vanguard of c ontemporary att i tudes towards educationo 

I t i s not enough to engage in mere dialogue (in which only the 

chosen few are allowed entry ) about curriculum changes Before 

you can change something you have to have somethingto change.

Students in this world have changed simply because the world 

around them, the world in which so many of you have had 

responsibility for its making has changed. And i t has changed

drastically. To try t o delay simply because of ill-founded 
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fears is to sabotage a long line of traditiono True some of 

that traditioon is. 't that much to be admired but at least in 

da;s gone by one could not only say one didn't know but also 

one didn't know what to do. Now it is a different story. One 

has a responsibility to participatenore fully and more honestly 

and with less fear. There is no more middle of the road. 

As regards voting on specific issues, were there but one 

music situation (the regular music division), it i s quite obvi ous 

to the entire communitythat on matters of aesthetics, philosophy 

and concepts, the black music point of view would rarely, if 

ever, emerge victorious. Reference is made to statements 

concerning Third World Musics by the division as a whole contained 

in the following statement in Qu2.drille (Spring 1974) 

"e ~ o Quadrille: And how about in teaching 
cornposition? Does that fit in with some of 
the things that Jack just said? 

Brant: •Still another central question 
is how the practices of music in non-Western 
cultures can be authentically transmitted in 
the: Western-oriented classroom? What are your 
views, Jack? 

Click: I feel, that schools whi ch are
already great ethno-musicological centers and 
where the purpose of the school has been to 
gather from the four corners of the earth,
music of all the cultures would be a better 
place than Bennington College. Places such as 
u.c.L.A. or WesleyanUniversity are better 
equipped to handle that.. I think a liberal 
arts college such as Bennington or Sarah
Lawrence does not have the expertise to deal 
with that kind of si tuationo Would you agree 
with me, Henry? 

"Brant: I 'm coming round to a sort of all-or
nothing view on this point. I suspect that 
aside from Western concert music, most of the 
world' s music can'tt be aunthentically transplanted
from its original geographical and social environment." 
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Click: I n other words, geography must have a 
great deal to do· wi th how you listen, perce i ve 
and learn music? · 

Brant: I 'm beginning to think so • s e that i t i s 
necessary to go there and see and do i t f irst -hando 

Click: Some of our compose r s have done just ·that 
and come back 

"Lan: Can you g o to , say, Africa, li sten t o t he 
sounds, then come back and share them? 

"Brant: Possi blv, i f the direct craft of making 
those sounds cansomehow be authentically learnede 
Quite a big if 

WHAT ARETHE REASONS FOR HAVING A BLACK MUSIC DI VISION? 

'T'he philosophies of the two programs i n question are 

diametrically opposed. And the c ollege has already made a 

c omm i tment to Black Music, that commitment being the current 

Black Musi c Situation as exorc i sed from a proposal for a 

Black Music Institute submitted by Bill Dixon in 197Je 

As previously stated,-the div i sion is meet i ng the needs 

of both student musicians interested in a basi c mus ical 

training, and student non-musicians interested in the history, 

aesthetics, and/ or criticism of this art form. Black Music 

is, in fact, the only representat i ve of any area of Black Culture 

on this campuse For student non-musicians, the experience 

extends into areas of sociology,~ cr i ti cal writing and history. 

For the student musician, the experience g oes beyond the 

traditional Bennington musi cal education, as the Black 11usic 

programengages in an in depth study of some of t he theoreti cal 

aspects of music, as well as a more thoroughly contemporary 

attitude towards ensemble playing and pcrformance.
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WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF :nHE BLACK MUSIC DIVISION? 

The Black MusicDivision offers both the art, philosophy 

and technology of Black Musi c to the ent ire student body at an 

introductory level. At the same time, it . offers a more 

specialized discipline for those who have committed themselves 

either to performance, composition~ improvisation, or criticism 

of the music. A main purpose of the program is to both 

preserve and advance the art and discipline of contemporary 
t 

Black Music - teach both its musical and philsophical points of 

view, and to train and engage the young mus ician in a specific 

musical discipline - acquaint the student musician with the 

art of ensemble playing, composition, how to listen with a 

critical ear~ development in the art of the solo, involvement

with the intracacies of the instrument, and, for writers, how 

to write critically and intelligently about the musico 

Such disciplines as ear training, the practicing and 

learning of one's instrument, ensemble playing, the interpreting 

of a notated part, are all universal. For the non-musician, 

the study of Black Music can provide the opportunity for the 

student to explore a social and philosophical outgrowth of 

Black Culture, in addit ion to the developing of critical

(both literary and auditory) faculties. 

In answer to the hypothetical question, is the program in 

Black Music broad enough to meet student needs?, the following 

should serve to further eluci.datec 
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At the present time , Black Music is offer i ng the fol l owing 

courses to students taking 150 quarters: 

COMPOSITION IMPROVISATION ENSEMBLE INTRODUCTION TO BJ LACK
MUSIC THE SAXOPHONE PERCUSSIVEMUSIC OF ASIA AND AFR ICA
THE INFLUENCE OF MUSIC AESTHETICS AS THEYRELATE no BLACK MU SIC 

TUTORIALS FLUTE, SAXOPHONO, VOICE, TRUMPET, PIANO, HARMONICA
PERCUSSION SONG WRITING AND THE ART OF . THE SONG ACCOMPANIMENT)
I NDIV I DTTJ\L INSTRUCTION ( INSTRUMENTS)

THE DISCIPLINES OF BLACK MUSIC:
Aesthetics, Compostion, I mp_ovisat i on, Ensemble 

In terms of the range and scope of the curri culum and t he 

extent to which the student is encouraged t o plan his/ her 

program, the curriculum is not only broad, but i s als o , in each 

of its areas, an in depth s i tuat ion. In aesthet i cs, not only is 

the student required to de al with the sociology and environmental

situations that have had much to do with the shaping of the 

music , but als o with the r eas ons for the ideas that the critic 

and historian largelysteeped in the mores forms and aesthetics 

that form and f ormulate western mus ic thinking and evaluatory 

processes ) brings to his "criticism" and 0 evaluation" of 

Third World Musics,

This course i s an advanced cour se although any student 

who i s willing to do the work is generally adm i ttedo I ts 

concerns are much as the course t i t le suggests. nhere is 

extens i ve reading ( done by the teacher· in class to the class ) 

of the writtings of crit ics from Shaw t o Harold Schonbergand 

Clayton Reilly. Students, in conjunction with reading 

criticism and literature on the subject of Black Music, are 
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requiredto listen extensively to various examples of the 

music: George Russell, Cecil Taylore Duke Ellington, John 

Coltrane, Ornette Coleman, etc. Students are also required 

to acquaint themselves with the writings of writers as they 

pertain to liner notes, recrod reviews, daily reviews, Sunday 

reviews, and the European critic versus the American critic; 

Frank Kofsky's work and work of Jones and Spellman are discussed 

when appropriatee Pieces of music are sometimesplayed in 

class and students required to write both a review of the piece 

and a critique in the class. The language of the writer/critic/ 

reviewer is dealt with as well as the language of the musician 

that this writer, as a liason person to the i nterested listener 

sometimes uses. This is primarily a class for the non music 

student who is interested in writing. 

INTRODUCTION TO BLACK MUSIC

is being taught as a full year course, and its primary 

purpose is to bridge the gap between the student who has 

minimal knowledge of black music, and the moderately knowledgeable

onec The course is being taught by three members of the 

Division: Stephen Horenstein, reorge Barrow, and Milford 

Graves. Each one teaches the course for three weeks at a 

time, the first two weeks being used for the dinsemination of 

information and the third week functioning as a sort of 

recapitulation, thus allowing both teacher and student to 

assess what has been l earne d through the lectures and the 

programming of the music through prepared tapes and recordings.

In addition, students are advised to attend any of the rehearsals 
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of the five ensembles. Mr. Horenstein's lectures to the class 

covered the period from the mid-forties to the seventies.

Dealing with the mus ic, what it sounds like, wh o makes t he 

sound originally (the innovators) and wh o late r duplicates 

this sound (the ass i milators ). Who the ma jor people were, who 

were the ir influences; where did they work , how did they 

study, what did they study; how did they live the nature of the 

Music business , and how the mus icians survi ve in it - the music 

in the university, wh o have these people been, etc. Mr. Barrow's 

lectures deal more specifically with how the music as musi c 

is arrived at both through improvisationand the materials 

that the improvi sing mu sician uses ( the identical materials 

that the non-improvising musician deals with) - rhythm, melody 

and harmony and their separate and collective functions and useso 

The scales, modes, chords, the progressions, the songs that are 

improvised upon and the fo rms that the musicians choose (in 

the making of their styles) . Mr Graves: lectures concern 

themselves with the use of rhythm ( drums, basses, cymbals, etc.) 

as i t has deve l oped throughout the yearsc What the i nstruments 

are, what they are called; their more traditi onal use in other 

societies (A s ia and Africa, for example ) and h ow they have been 

used by Black Americans. mhe rhythms and their African 

derivations - the use of contemporary notation, etc. After 

each teacher has completed his three-week stint, they collectively 

seminarizc for the duration of the term. The student's grade 

is measured by how well the student has been able to absorb both 

the material and information. Ther are papers, some assignments, 
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a bibliography, a discography and projects that students are 

required to do. 

COMPOSITON 

In the teaching of composition~ the student is c onstant ly 

made aware of the fact that compos ition is i nseparable from 

both performance ?nd the people wh o will be performing the 

composition. One does not writ e both vacuosly and in a vacuum,

THere has to be someone to wri te fore Not the anonymousness of 

composinga large work for just anyone to performc ( Witnes s 

how Ellington has virtually created the sound of America by his 

almost ingenious use of the components of composition orchestrated 

through the sounds that each individua l member of his or chestra 

makes ) l'.i.__ -l.::U8 And, while centuries old, fundamentals, as regards

thing s that can be construed as seemingly basic, are not i gnored 

( the use of scales, chords, their inversi ons , etcc and the 

systematic pract i ce of them, especially for the beg inning 

stud ent ) constant reaffirl.lation towards these elements as they 

r e l ate to the idea of music and the role of both the elements 

and their usage in the hands of each individual performer and 

composer, is constantly referred to . It must be remembered that 

in black musi c, no two performers on the same instrument 

sound alikee 

taught by GeorgeBarrow, comes directly out of Mr. Barrow's 

classes in improvisationo It deals primarily wit h the more 

traditiona l forms of Black Mus ic as well as with the disci;line 

of vertical improvisat ion ( through the study of scales.) 
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Students are required to play within the smaller group 

format, such as the trio, quartet, and quintet This ensemble 

is primarily for those who have had little or no experience 

i n the performance of Black Music and emphasize s through pcrf ormance 

the study of basic theoretical materials indigenous to the music. 

taught by Milford Graves deals with both African and 

contemporary aspects of percussion~ The knowledge of the assembling 

of both simple and complex rhythms is studied while, at the 

same times coordination of the body is heavily stressed. 

THe ensemble workscollectivelyon the essential elements of

percussion in contemporary Black Mus ic, and raises questions as 

to how they relate to those in theAfrican tradition, how they 

relate to those in the Asian tradition~ and how they relate to 

those in the "Western" tradition. The ensemble is a practical 

r ealization of these questions. It is open t o interested 

students of all level s of experiencee 

taught by Stephen Horenstein, i s essentially an ensemble 

for saxophones, though each term other instrument s have been 

added. The stress is on more orchestral ways of organizing 

mu sical materials, with a heavy emphasis placed on learning 

and acquiring the skills of improvisation What is a solo? 

How is it as an art, studied? Howdoes a musician determine 

his given role in the ensemble? What is the role of the 

saxophonist in the contemporary Black Musi c ensemble, orchestra, 

smal l group? Thisensemble is taught in conjuncti on with 
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a course entitled "The Saxophone," a history of the saxophone 

in contemporaryB ack Music from the mid-forties to the present. 

All mernebers of Ensemble III are required to attend this class.

Concurrently, certain technical aspects demanded of a player 

in the more recent music are examined by the use of specific 

references to r ecordings by the instrument's princ i pal players 

and innovators.

ENSEMBLE IV 

taught by Bill Dixon, is the Advanced Black Music Ensembleo 

It is comprised of those who have had considerable training 

and who have shown a deep commi tment to BlackMusic Here the 

emphasis is on learning one's role in the ensemble as well 

as learning the arts of i mprov isation and comp osition within 

any given context. Different contemporary att itudes and means 

of composition are used (such cont emporary forms of notation as 

the playing of the parts on a trumpet, the singing of parts, 

the playing of parts on the piano, and verbal instruction, etco) 

out of which the player must learn to function Advanced 

ear training skills are i mplicit in all that the ensemble does. 

Rehearsals, which are open to all members of the community, 

are considered performances.

INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION/ bASIC MUSICIANSHIP

In addition to the ensembles, lecture courses, etco, 

tutorials are also offered on the saxophone, flute trumpet, 

STRINGS (fall semester and general basic mus icianship as it 

applies to all instrurncntse ~he stress is placed on learning 

how to practice, as well as learning the mater ials emanating 
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As a su~~~tion point for all that is tau~ht and engage d 

in, there is 2. weekly \·1orl::-:1op in the Ca:criz..ge Barn Ci:ond:ty, 4: 15) 

where student pieces are rehearsed and/or performed~ workshops 

in instrumental techniques given, and discussions and criticism 

er:faged in. 

taught by Arthur Brooks, makes use of notated lines: 

scales, rhythms, ancl sung parts to achieve an ensemble sound 

within the most recent developme nts of contemp orary Black 

Music. mhe Musicians are given extensive opportunities to 

improvise individually and collectivelya 

taught by ~eorge Barrow, deals with the more traditional 

elements of Black Mt si c (the 12-bar blues, chords and their 

related scales~ metric timef songs). Students also learn how 

to assemble these materials into coherent solos and are 

at the same time , required to play within the context of the 

cL1ss o «Vhat is improvisation? How is this skill taught? 

\lh;;,t does one practice to attain proficiency in it? .'/hat are 

the traditional forms and how are they used? 
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~ As far as students and their preferences ~3 concerned, ..-.-:" ·, ,,.rv 
there 2re noC ·: ;~v;'ho ha'.re indicc:ted that they would like : c :-:~ :J.jor 

in Black Music One student, Susan Feiner, this year wil~ 

graduate $nterdivisi onally between Music and Black Music. 

Her Senior Recital is currently be ing worke on and will consist 

of original works by the faculty and teaching assistants and 

Densities 21.5 by Varesse. ~here is another student, Christina 

Compton: who will graduate this year Interdivisionally between 

Black ~usic and Dancee mhere are sixteen other students who 

have indicat9d a preference for being Interdivisional between 

Black ~usic and so~ething elseo 
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